Welcome to Angelika Chott’s Translation Agency in
5204 Straßwalchen/Austria

About our translation agency
A small translation agency under the personal management of Angelika Chott* we have been
operating from offices in 5204 Straßwalchen, close to the City of Salzburg, since 1993.
The agency’s team of freelance translators comprises a large number of professional in-country
translators, selected for their translation experience, their effective performance and quality of
translation. The target language of any translation is always the mother tongue of the appointed
translator, guaranteeing the best possible localisation.

Quality of translation
Our top priority is always to provide you with the best possible translation, enhancing your success
in international markets, which after all, is the best testimony to the quality of our translations.

*) awarded the Vienna Translator Prize 2001 for a German translation of the book ‛Futuristische
Malerei und Plastik’ by Umberto Boccioni from Italian to German.

Languages:
Baltic languages | Belarusian
| Bosnian | Bulgarian | Croatian | Czech | Danish | Dutch | English |
| Flemish | French | German

Finnish

| Greek | Hungarian | Italian | Norwegian | Polis

h | Portuguese | Romanian | Russian | Serbian | Slovak | Slovene | Spanish |
Swedish | Ukrainian |

Translations to and from other languages
Should you need translations into or from other languages, we will naturally be pleased to use our
extensive contacts and make sure we find the appropriate translator for you!
Formats: Word, Excel, PowerPoint and online translation in cooperation with your graphics team
and website designers.

Small but select (and flexible)
How we work
NO ORDER IS EVER TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE FOR US TO HANDLE
A small agency with a well-structured team, Chott Translations endeavours to
complete your translation into and from all major European languages with
competence and individuality, focussing on close interaction with clients and/or
translators in the interest of accuracy.
IN ALL SPECIALIST AREAS, for example
•

Commerce (contracts, correspondence, catalogues for product presentation and description)

•

Advertising/ Tourism (advertising material, brochures, leaflets, signs and menus)

•

Science/ Technology (manuals, technical tables, technical reports)

•

Literature (all types of books and texts)

•

Websites (we translate your website into any languages you require – to ensure that your
Internet presence is secured in your target countries).

•

etc..

Tourist offices, hotels, industrial and trading companies besides translation
agencies are among our regular and long-term clients.
Difficulties with tricky details in content and/or technical issues in all fields of expertise are
supported by numerous experts in Austria and abroad (naturally always under observation of strict
confidentiality).

Moreover, we go to great lengths to ensure that translations for our clients, many of whom are
regular clients, are always carried out by one and the same translator in order to guarantee
consistency of style and diction.

We meet your deadlines
Prompt service is guaranteed.
We are convinced that one of the priorities of a good translation must be the prompt delivery of your
translations on or before the agreed deadlines. Due to our flexibility we are also at your disposal
should your translation require urgent attention or need to be done out outside normal office hours
(at the weekend or on public holidays).
However, please take into consideration that tight deadlines are often kept at the expense of quality
of translation.

Four eyes are better than two
Our translations are proofread after completion to ensure they are as flawless as we can make them.
Anyone who has ever created documents knows that when checking one’s own texts, errors are easily
overlooked if there is not sufficient time left to check the finished document…. should this be the case
we will be pleased to point out any errors in your original document, if you so wish.

Chott translation services round the clock

My personal commitment makes communication outside normal business hours possible, meaning
that your orders are forwarded to the appropriate translator immediately and can be carried out
without further delay.

There’s a price to pay for everything
We will be pleased to give you a no-obligation quote on request. Prices are quoted from case to case,
based on the language combination, the area of expertise and the volume of text to be translated.
We ask our customers to submit their text to us only when a final version has been compiled. A
charge will be made for subsequent changes.

Confidentiality
Part of a translator’s work is dealing with sensitive documents that call for confidential treatment
and we place great importance on this.

Should you need further information or have any questions,
please contact us.

.

We look forward to being of assistance.
Your Team at Angelika Chott’s Translation Agency

Contact

Angelika Chott
Adalbert-Stifter-Str 4
5204 Straßwalchen
Tel +43 664 3084099
Fax +43621563421
uebersetzungsbuero@chott.at

